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DRESSED FOR THE JOB.
A military-grade door does not have
to look like military equipment.
In fact, it can be a seamless,
beautiful part of any school or office.
Pick any size, wood type, color or
stain to fit the style of your space.

THE NEWS
IS INESCAPABLE

Our goal is to protect without
anyone noticing we're doing so.

WHERE BULLETS STOP
R2P DOORS ARE DESIGNED TO DO TWO THINGS:
Completely shield a room from a high-powered
assault weapon, turning an office, classroom,
or conference room into a stronghold.

Made from advanced materials and
built to military standards, the R2P
Protective Door is the most innovative
anti-ballistic door ever designed.
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Provide crucial time until the
appropriate response team can arrive.
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DESIGNED FOR THE MODERN WORLD.
Doors have been protecting and shielding assets for
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thousands of years. Individuals and weapons have changed
and the threats have rapidly evolved in recent times. We need
a different way of thinking about safety, a paradigm shift in
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Fits a standard doorway with existing hardware.
No structural upgrades or door frame modifications required.

Integrates with other security technology
(i.e. keypads or scanners).

an attack. It's a door that gives you total control of your

Protective Doors

R2P Protective Doors are easy to open and close quickly in
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space, locking down when necessary while operating

Built with state-of-the-art, proprietary ballistic material,

normally otherwise. Able to work with optional anti-breach

an R2P Protective Door passes 8 levels of UL protection.

and high-security locking systems.
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INNOVATIONS
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MORE THAN A NUMBER, IT'S PEACE OF MIND.
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to save lives. It's everyone's best defense, a shield
designed to safeguard against active shooters.

Completely customizable in size and style to match any decor.

LIGHT ENOUGH TO CLOSE QUICKLY.
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Everyone would feel more secure and less anxious if
they had an effective answer for these terrible situations.
An R2P Protective Door is built with one purpose:

Performs with zero maintenance. No ongoing costs.

It's time for a major upgrade.
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Doesn't it make sense to do everything in your power
to mitigate the devastation of an active shooter event?

Ultralight technology, it opens and closes easily.

protecting our people and assets.

ARE YOU DOING
EVERYTHING YOU CAN
TO PROTECT THEM?

ARE BECOMING COMMONPLACE.
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Our doors were built to
withstand fire from all of
these weapons (levels 7-8),
and are the first to meet
Department of State Revision
H Certification for forced
entry and ballistic resistance.

Protect your most valuable assets.

Never ask yourself if there
was more you could have done.

Contact:
Kirk Ferguson,
Director Special Projects
843-693-0722;
kirk@R2Pdoors.com
1 Alliance Drive
Goose Creek, SC 29445
843-737-9900

R2Pdoors.com

